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By Déonda Scott

M

any of us think of our annual conference as the highlight of the year
for IPMAAC and that was certainly true
this year. Our members were an integral
part of the planning, presentations, and
wonderful social functions. The 2007
conference in St. Louis is a pleasant
memory, but there is more to come!
Several committees are actively planning future offerings and beginning the
process for next year’s conference in
Oakland, California. The 2008 Call for
Proposals will be out soon! It’s not too
early to begin planning to attend and
what topic or topics you could present.
Volunteers are the heart of
IPMAAC and we need more people to
take an active role in the association.
Inés Fraenkel will become IPMAAC
President in January and, as PastPresident, I will be looking for people to
chair committees and for nominations
for the Board of Directors and PresidentElect positions. Inés will also need
people to assist with next year’s committees. Please consider stepping up to a
new role in IPMAAC.
If you were able to attend
the IPMA-HR International Training
Conference and Exposition in Chicago,

you may have noticed something new –
an IPMAAC ad in the Conference Guide
and an IPMAAC marketing booth!
Oscar Spurlin led the initiative to
develop the advertising page that
described IPMAAC, next year’s conference, and some of the benefits of
membership. Oscar graciously volunteered to represent IPMAAC and
developed materials and a display for
our booth. Thanks Oscar and all the others who helped with this effort!
This year the board has decided to
use the second meeting of the year to
develop a strategic plan to help guide us
in the coming years. In preparation for
our meeting, we will all read the book, 7
Measures of Success: What Remarkable
Associations Do That Others Don’t. Our
challenge will be to consider our position as a section of the larger IPMA-HR
association and determine how we will
continue to serve the needs of our members and maintain a strong and vital
presence in the professional testing community. I believe I speak for many when
I say that IPMAAC has enriched my
career and life in many ways and I want
to see that legacy continue for others for
many years to come.

Technical Affairs
By Mike Aamodt, Associate Editor

Beauty May Be in the Eye of the Beholder, But Is the
Same True of a Validity Coefficient?
testified in that case. Goldstein testified that based on
Cohen, correlation coefficients in a range of .10 to .20
were considered ‘low to moderate’ and the judge wrote
the following footnote:

I

t was one of those strange days when a series of events gets
you thinking. I was reading a summary of a legal case in
which a judge indicated that validity coefficients need to be at
least .30 to be of value. A few hours later, I was talking to a
labor attorney who said the same thing. While I was trying to
determine where this .30 figure came from, I spoke with a
client who said that the OFCCP didn’t think the validity of
their tests was “high enough.” Like an Abba song that sticks
in your mind, I kept thinking about the notion of what is an
acceptable validity coefficient. Is it one that is statistically significant? Is there a value that all testing experts agree is
minimally acceptable? Does an acceptable validity coefficient
depend on the degree of adverse impact? Does it depend on
the degree of utility, and if so, how much utility is enough?

“25 At trial, Dr. Goldstein testified that this
range, from .10 to .20, was the "low to moderate"
range of correlations. (Tr. Vol. 5, 1413:1-24;
11414:19-1415:3.) However, as discussed infra at n.
28, the statistical text cited at trial states that correlations of .1 are described as low and correlations of
.3 are described as moderate. (See Tr. Vol. 2, 402:411; Tr. Vol. 3, 654:9-655:4; Tr. Vol. 4,
1042:11-1043:10 (citing a standard statistical text by
Dr. Cohen).) Because none of the correlations devel-

Table 1. List of Participating Assessment Experts
Testing Expert

Organization

Bryan Baldwin

Assessment Consultant, Washington Department of Personnel

Dennis Doverspike

Professor, University of Akron

Eric Dunleavy

Senior Consultant, DCI Consulting

Cassi Fields

President, Fields Consulting

Art Gutman

Professor, Florida Institute of Technology

David Hamill

Consultant, Previsor, Inc.

Seth Kaplan

Assistant Professor, George Mason University

Phil Roth

Professor, Clemson University

Lance Seberhagen

Director, Seberhagen & Associates

Trevor Self

Human Resources Officer, International Monetary Fund

Charley Sproule

Director, Sproule & Associates

Joel Wiesen

Director, Applied Personnel Research

Don Zink

Attorney, Personnel Management Decisions

So that I could get my mind away from these questions
and back to Dancing Queen and Waterloo, I thought it would
be useful to survey some testing experts to get their thoughts
about what it takes for a validity coefficient to be acceptable.
A list of the experts who responded can be found in Table 1.
Not surprisingly, the consensus of the experts was that I had
asked some interesting, but difficult, questions.
Art Gutman and Eric Dunleavy provided some insight
into the source of that .30 rule of thumb. Eric Dunleavy
thought the source might be the 1992 Psychological Bulletin
article by Jacob Cohen. Art Gutman concurred and provided the following legal thoughts:
What sticks out to me about r = .30 is U.S. v.
Delaware (2004). Dick Jeanneret and Harold Goldstein
October 2007

oped by Dr. Jeanneret are .3 or greater, Dr.
Goldstein's testimony is unpersuasive to the extent
that it characterizes the range of correlations as
moderate. (See Tr. Vol. 5, 1414:19-1415:3.)”

Question #1: Is there a minimum value for a
validity coefficient that would generally be
accepted by testing experts? If so, what is it?
The overwhelming response to this question was, “no.”
The consensus of the experts was that:
• Validity coefficients are on a continuous scale and that higher coefficients are more valuable than lower coefficients.
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Technical Affairs Continued
• A coefficient would need to be statistically significant to
even be considered as potentially useful.
• Whether a validity coefficient is “good enough” would
depend on the potential utility of the test. (For an explanation of utility, refer to the technical affairs column in
the February, 1999, issue of the Assessment Council
News http://www.ipmaac.org/acn/feb99/techaff.html).
Perhaps my questions to the experts should have
addressed the issue of how much utility (e.g., percentage
increase in successful employees, monetary savings) is enough
to establish job relatedness. That is, would an annual savings
of $1,000 per employee be enough to establish job relatedness? Would a 5% increase in successful employees be
enough?

Comments by Assessment Experts
Bryan Baldwin
Conducting these types of studies is generally so challenging for organizations, particularly in the public
sector, with so many decisions and assumptions that need
to be made, that choosing an “acceptable” level of a
validity coefficient seems silly. Assuming the study is of
high quality, I would be more interested in the practical
implications of the coefficient rather than the number in
isolation.
Lance Seberhagen
Some people think that any validity coefficient is acceptable, even an “Irish” coefficient1 (.07, .08, etc.), as long
as it is statistically significant, regardless of whether the
correlation was inflated due to capitalization on chance.
This view is incorrect.
Under professional standards (APA, SIOP), the evaluation of test score interpretations is based on validity
evidence from all sources, not just a single validity coefficient, and there are no absolute standards for a
minimum acceptable validity coefficient. Professional
judgment is needed to evaluate each situation. Within
that framework, the following factors are normally considered when evaluating a criterion-related validity
coefficient:
• The uncorrected correlation should be statistically significant (two-tailed test, .05 level of statistical
significance).
• Appropriate steps (e.g., cross-validation, Bonferroni
corrections should be taken to avoid inflated correlations due to capitalization on chance).
• The correlation should be large enough to achieve a
practical purpose.
• The criterion measure should provide a fair and reliable assessment of factors that are important to job
performance or other legitimate business objectives
(e.g., safety, customer service).

Textbooks on testing (e.g., Cronbach, 1990, p. 167) have
traditionally given .20 as a guideline for a minimum
validity coefficient to have practical value. This level of
validity is consistent with the following “rough guide”
submitted by SIOP (aka, APA Div. 14) to the court as part
of an amicus brief in U.S. v. Georgia Power (5th Circuit,
1973): “A correlation between a single employment test
and a measure of job performance of approximately .20 is
often high enough to be useful, and such correlations
rarely exceed .50....” (quoted in Lindemann, Grossman,
& Cane, 1996).
The federal government has taken a position on the
issue in the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL) guidebook
entitled Testing and Assessment: An Employer’s
Guide to Good Practices (2000 – access via
http://www.onetcenter.org/dl_files/empTestAsse.pdf).
DOL’s guidebook (p. 30) provides these guidelines for
interpreting validity coefficients:
• Above .35
•
.21 - .35
•
.11 - .20
• Below .11

=
=
=
=

Very beneficial.
Likely to be useful.
Depends on circumstances.
Unlikely to be useful.

The Uniform Guidelines (Sect. 14B-6) says that (1) there
is no minimum acceptable validity coefficient for all
employment situations, (2) validity should be evaluated
for each case, and (3) the greater the adverse impact, the
greater the validity must be to justify the test. The courts
have ruled in a number of cases that the validity coefficient must be at least .30 if the test has an adverse impact
– see Boston Chapter, NAACP v. Beecher (1st Cir,
1974), Ensley Branch, NAACP v. Seibels (5th Cir, 1980),
EEOC v. Atlas Paper (6th Cir, 1989).
Dennis Doverspike
… the real issue is utility. In some cases, even a very
small validity coefficient could lead to substantial utility.
Besides, the tests with the worst validities, personality
inventories, are those that are most likely to be argued for
by the same people arguing that there should be a minimum validity. I am assuming you want us to respond as
testing experts, as scientists involved in the science of
testing, and not in terms of the law.
David Hamill
This is a great question. We always talk about validity in
terms of “degrees of validity” or evidence of validity, and
not necessarily as “invalid” or “valid.” There is also the
practice to compare estimated validities from one assessment to another to make the conclusion if a test is valid or
not. For instance, cognitive ability tests are more valid
than unstructured interviews. This question could be
addressed using the Angoff method. What is the lowest
(continued on next page)
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validity coefficient that a test can have to still be considered valid? My guess is that it would fall between
unstructured interviews (invalid) and a T&E rating (just
barely valid). ~.11?
Seth Kaplan
I am not sure what testing experts generally think about
this question. In my own opinion, asking what would be
the weakest acceptable validity coefficient is not a useful
question to ask. The answer depends on a host of factors
such as the degree of adverse impact, the cost and utility
of alternative procedures, the nature of the criterion, the
personal objectives of management (e.g., increasing
diversity), and so forth. There is not, or at least should
not be, a “one size fits all” decision-rule. If we are
selecting nuclear power plant operators versus restaurant servers, what is acceptable and useful likely differs.
Simply examining statistical results is a narrow view of
validity. Practical and social concerns must be considered as well. I worry that what is considered an
acceptable minimum value derives primarily from court
decisions. Our job is to consider all relevant factors and
to make the courts aware of these.
Charley Sproule
I believe that the U.S. Department of Labor’s guidance is
reasonable, but feel that determining what is a minimum
value for a validity coefficient is a matter of professional
judgment which depends upon the type and nature of the
assessment device(s), evidence from previous research for
the occupation and type of assessment device(s), and the
context or situation (e.g., the variability in the ability
level and relevant preparation of the candidate group,
hard vs. soft criterion measure, selection ratio, likely utility, etc.). A standard of meeting statistical significance
standards and having practical value appears most
appropriate to me. In my view, the zero-order coefficient
would need to be at least statistically significant at the .05
level, and with a large sample I would want a minimum
coefficient at least in the mid-teens (e.g., .15).
Generally, for assessment devices where research typically finds high average validity (structured interviews, job
knowledge tests, behavioral consistency T&E’s, work
sample tests) I would want a minimum zero-order coefficient of .20. For assessment devices where the research
literature has typically found low validity (e.g., point
method ratings of training and experience) I would want
a minimum zero-order coefficient of .15; however, I do not
recommend such assessment methods.
Joel Wiesen
I speak for myself here, not for testing experts in general.
Any non-zero validity coefficient has potential utility,
depending on the selection ratio and on the variability of
ability of applicants, so there is no lower, non-zero limit
October 2007

for a validity coefficient that is operative in all settings.
Of course, the observed validity itself is influenced by the
variability of job applicants’ ability, so the validity of a
test with a new applicant pool may differ from past
observed validity. Given this, the lower limit of a validity coefficient for a selection procedure may be evaluated
jointly with utility (or expected utility), practicality (e.g.,
testing time), and legality. Of course, when considering
possible alternative selection procedures, validity should
be one of the decision criteria.
Don Zink
Courts have in some instances, however, accepted correlations in the .20s as sufficient to justify the use of a
particular selection procedure. Those situations are most
likely to arise in selecting for positions involving safety or
critical skills. For example, in Spurlock v. United
Airlines (college degree required; 10th Cir. 1972) the
court wrote:
“[Contrasted with jobs requiring a small amount of
skill and training] when the job clearly requires a
high degree of skill and the economic and human
risks involved in hiring an unqualified applicant are
great, the employer bears a … lighter burden to show
that his employment criteria are job-related. … The
courts, therefore, should proceed with great caution
before requiring an employer to lower his preemployment standard for such a job.”
In another case, involving police officers, a correlation of
.21 (after correction for restriction of range) was accepted as establishing predictive validity of a promotion
examination. (Pennsylvania v. O’Neill, (E.D. Pa., 1979).
Age limits commonly are accepted in several contexts,
e.g., bus drivers. (See Usery v. Tamiami Trail Tours, 5th
Cir.1976).
The experts provided some written sources in which a
testing expert or a judge (not the same thing) tried to identify
the point at which a correlation coefficient becomes useful.
These are shown in Table 2. When looking at these coefficients, keep in mind that some of these opinions are based on
correlation coefficients in general rather than validity coefficients. Thus, the courts’ reliance on Cohen’s estimates are
probably misguided as Cohen was referring to correlations in
general rather than to validity coefficients.
What can we conclude from the experts? All other things
being equal, validity coefficients above .30 are probably going
to be acceptable evidence of validity whereas correlations
below .11 are not. The battleground seems to be validity coefficients that fall between the range of .11 and .29. If one were
to use the Department of Labor guide as well as the court’s
decision in Pennsylvania v. O’Neill (1979), .21 seems to be the
tipping point.
Interestingly, in U.S. v. Delaware (2004), although the
court referred to Cohen’s .30 rule-of-thumb, and ultimately
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ruled that the passing score for the test was too high, it did find
the level of test validity as being acceptable. The uncorrected
correlation between the test score and a composite measure of
performance was .24 (.37 corrected for range restriction and
criterion unreliability). The court noted, “The evidence
demonstrates that the relationship between Alert scores and
performance in the relevant areas of the Trooper job is relatively weak but still provides an appropriate basis for
decision-making by the State. In other words, the Alert has
generally low criterion validity but its predictive power is statistically significant (Note 42).”

Question #2: Is there a minimum value for a
reliability coefficient that would generally be
accepted by testing experts? If so, what is it?
The experts expressed some interesting views on this
topic. Although most texts indicate that .70 is the standard for
reliability, there are certainly different viewpoints. Eric
Dunleavy mentioned that in a case with which he is familiar,
an expert testified that a test must have a reliability of at least
.90 to be considered reliable! Contrast this with the statements

Table 2. Summary of opinions regarding the usefulness of validity coefficients
Source

Correlation

Comment

Basis of Estimate

Cohen (1992)

.50

Large correlation

Correlation coefficients in general

Department of Labor (2000)

.36

Very beneficial

Validity coefficients

Cohen (1992)

.30

Medium correlation

Correlation coefficients in general

NAACP v. Beecher (1974)
NAACP v. Seibels (1977)
EEOC v. Atlas Paper (1989)

.30

Clady v. County of Los Angeles
(1985)

.30

Courts generally accept
correlation coefficients above
+.30 as reliable (sic)

Zamlen v. City of Cleveland
(1988)

.30

Correlation coefficients of .30 or
greater are considered high by
industrial psychologists.

.20s

Court opined that employer bears
a lighter burden “when the job
clearly involves high degree of
skill and the economic and
human risks are great.”

Validity coefficients

U.S. v. Delaware (2004)

.24

Court noted, “…the relationship
between Alert scores and performance in the relevant areas of
the Trooper job is relatively weak
but still provides an appropriate
basis for decision-making by the
State.”

Validity coefficients

Department of Labor (2000)

.21

Likely to be useful

Validity coefficients

Pennsylvania v. O’Neill (1979)

.21

Court accepted corrected
coefficient of .21 as demonstrating validity

Validity coefficient corrected for
restriction of range

Lindermann & Grossman (1996)

.20

High enough to be useful

Validity coefficients

Cronbach (1990)

.20

Sometimes makes an appreciable
practical contribution (p. 167)

Validity coefficients

Anastasi (1988)

.20

May justify inclusion of a test in
a selection program (page 169)

Validity coefficients

Cohen (1992)

.10

Small correlation

Correlation coefficients in general

Department of Labor (2000)

.10

Unlikely to be useful

Validity coefficients

Spurlock v. United Airlines
(1972)

Correlation /validity coefficients

(continued on next page)
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of Dennis Doverspike and Joel Wiesen who essentially
argued that if a test demonstrates sufficient criterion validity,
its reliability is not important. Several of the experts suggested that the answer to this question may depend on the type of
reliability used as well as the way in which the test score will
be used.
Seth Kaplan cited the article by Lance, Butts, and
Michels (2006) that discusses the origin of the .70 rule of
thumb often attributed to Nunnally (1978). I had not read this
article before and it is an eye opener about the truth behind
four psychometric rules of thumb that we all “know to be
true.” I highly recommend the article.

Cassi Fields
In my most recent experience in testing litigation (Dudley,
et al. and Wood, et al. v. City of Macon, GA, ruling:
September 19, 2006), experts argued over the level of
acceptable reliability (rxx) of public safety tests. Two
main sources were cited and debated – Schmitt’s 1996
article, “Uses and Abuses of Coefficient Alpha”
(Psychological Assessment, 350-353), and Gatewood and
Feild’s (2001) “Human Resource Selection” textbook,
specifically the section called ‘How High Should a
Reliability Coefficient Be?’ (144-146). Both discussions
on reliability are highly informative and should be read
by all interested in this topic.

Comments by Assessment Experts
Dennis Doverspike
No. Most tests used in the public sector are multidimensional. So reliability in this context makes no sense
anyway. Many other tests, such as biodata, are designed
to not be reliable. Besides, again the lowest reliabilities
will probably be found for personality tests. But for many
tests in the public sector, the importance of reliability is
debatable. But that is a whole article in itself.
Eric Dunleavy
I don’t think rules of thumb are particularly useful when
it comes to a minimally acceptable reliability coefficient,
mostly because some constructs are more difficult to
measure than others, and because the type of reliability
coefficient matters. For example, a construct that is more
difficult to measure than another construct may explain
variance in an outcome that other constructs do not.
Most people familiar with personnel psychology are
aware that reliability provides an upper bound for a correlation in the criterion-related validity case. However, it
may be difficult to understand how reliability actually
influences validity and selection decisions in a particular
construct.
One practical way to consider whether test reliability is
‘minimally acceptable’ is via the standard error of measure (SEM), which captures the amount of error in test
score units. For example, given reliability for a test,
would you feel comfortable adjusting a cut score down by
two SEMs? Would you feel comfortable using a banding
technique for selection decisions where the bands were
grouped by the SEM? In this context, an unreliable measure will have a large SEM, and as such, adjusting a cut
score or a banding strategy via the SEM may have important consequences for how many candidates pass a test or
get selected. If pass/fail or selection decisions are very
different when considering and not considering the SEM,
do you feel good about making any decision based on that
test?

Schmitt (1996) said that researchers often consider .70 an
acceptable reliability, but goes on to give an in-depth
explanation of why this one value is shortsighted. His
opinion is that a lack of understanding of reliability (particularly coefficient alpha) has led to misuse and
misinterpretation of reliability and validity data.
Gatewood and Feild (2001) said reliability is crucially
important when precise measurement is needed (e.g., in
cases of selection) and should have a minimum value of
.85. Essentially, Gatewood and Feild (2001) claim that
error variance may unfairly inflate or deflate test scores.
Their requirement for very high reliabilities focuses on
the need for “precision” in measurement. I understand
their argument to mean that a measure must get very
close to measuring the test taker’s true score, with little to
no error, or it is not good for making high-stakes decisions. In my opinion, this argument overly limits the use
of predictors.
Maybe the question of what is an acceptable reliability
value is a misdirected question. The better question is ‘in
each individual situation, did the reliability of the predictor overly restrict the potential validity of the measure?’
Reliability estimates of a predictor as low as .50 - .60
might still be statistically valid, just less valid than a predictor with higher reliability. A measure with restricted
validity still accounts for variance in job performance,
and therefore has value. The question of how much different levels of reliability restrict validity might have a
solid statistical and rational answer in a criterion-related
study where there is a validity coefficient, but it cannot be
answered in a content-related validation study.
This debate also ignores the question of whether the reliability estimate of each test component in a test composite
must be .70, .85 or higher, or if it is acceptable for the linear composite to reach these values when the test
component reliabilities are combined. If none of the test
components serve as hurdles, then it seems the test composite reliability should be examined and not the
individual test component reliabilities.

(continued on next page)
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When the courts are presented with values and rules by
testing experts, it unnecessarily handcuffs some industries. In my professional specialty, public safety testing,
the public safety organizations I work with are forced to
proceed with traditional testing measures and classical
true score test statistics since that is what the legal system
(attorneys and judges) understands. This precedent prevents public safety organizations from inventing new
selection systems and measures since the court, by definition, relies on precedent. Industries that are not so
controlled by employment litigation have the luxury of
trying non-traditional assessments such as video situational judgment tests, on-line selection, virtual job tryouts
and other unique selection programs because they are not
so severely limited by traditional testing rules including
one specific acceptable reliability value.
I think it is not in the best interest of our profession to set
one reliability value to use as the “go by.”
Seth Kaplan
Again, I am not sure what testing experts consider acceptable. I would imagine somewhere in the neighborhood of
.70 to .80 – although these rules of thumb are not founded in the literature (Lance, Butts, & Michels, 2006). Here
too, however, various factors such as the variability in the
sample, the nature of the construct, number of items, etc.
are relevant. I also would mention that the impact of reliability on a validity coefficient is not the same as the
impact on individual decisions. One could have a reasonable validity coefficient and a lower reliability estimate
(e.g., .60). The measure may be predictive in the aggregate, but using it to make decisions about individual
respondents’ that affect their life outcomes would be inappropriate.
Lance Seberhagen
Reliability is the degree to which a test is free from random error. A reliability coefficient is an estimate of the
percentage of systematic (nonrandom) variation in test
scores. Reliability is a necessary but not sufficient condition for validity. The square root of the reliability
coefficient provides the upper limit of the validity coefficient.
Professional standards (APA, SIOP) do not provide a
minimum acceptable reliability coefficient. Instead, professional standards say that professional judgment should
be used to evaluate each situation. There are various
methods (or models) for estimating reliability (e.g., test
retest, internal consistency). The method used to estimate
reliability should be relevant to the way in which the test
scores are used.

Textbooks on testing (e.g., Nunnally, J.C., Psychometric
Theory, 2nd ed., 1978) generally say that a reliability of
.70 is sufficient for most uses, but reliability coefficients
as low as .50 may be acceptable (Nunnally, J.C.,
Psychometric Theory, 1967; Thompson, B., Score
Reliability, 2003).
The U.S. Department of Labor has published a guidebook
on Testing and Assessment: An Employer’s Guide to
Good Practices, 2000. The guidebook (p. 23) provides
these guidelines for interpreting reliability coefficients:
•
•
•
•

.90 – up
.80 - .89
.70 - .79
Below .70

=
=
=
=

Excellent.
Good.
Adequate.
May have limited applicability.

Charley Sproule
I believe that .70 is the minimum desired reliability (i.e.,
internal consistency or test-retest reliability) testing
experts would accept for paper-and-pencil tests; and .60
would be the minimum desired reliability for rating-based
assessments (e.g., structured interviews) since .60 is the
average reliability of performance evaluations, which are
often used as criterion measures.
Joel Wiesen
I speak for myself here, not for testing experts in general.
There are various measures of reliability (e.g., internal
consistency and test-retest), and they measure somewhat
different things. Here I speak of test-retest reliability.
Reliability may be evaluated in at least two ways: (a) how
it affects the psychometric characteristics of the selection
process, and (b) how it may affect individual applicants.
From a psychometric viewpoint, test reliability contributes to test validity, since an unreliable test can have
no validity. So, in this respect, if we know the validity we
need not consider the reliability. From the viewpoint of
individual applicants, the lower the test reliability the
more the scores may be due to non-merit factors (chance
or various sources of systematic error). In my expert witness work, I have seen changes of 20+ points (on a
100-point scale) on rescoring an assessment center after
an appeal. Large changes on regrading give rise to
applicant perception that the assessment process is capricious. We should strive for high reliability, and should try
to measure reliability, when feasible and practical. Of
course, when considering possible alternative selection
procedures, reliability may be one of the decision criteria.

(continued on next page)
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Question #3: In your opinion, what is the lowest uncorrected validity coefficient that you
believe would indicate that an inference from
a test has acceptable criterion validity? That
is, if a test had adverse impact, what is the
magnitude of the validity coefficient that I
would need for you to acknowledge that the
test is job-related?
Expert opinion was divided on this question. Some
experts argued that the presence of adverse impact is irrelevant
because a test is either job-related or it is not. Others argued
that the presence of adverse impact (or any social consequence) would necessitate a higher validity coefficient than in
a situation without social consequences.

Comments by Assessment Experts
Dennis Doverspike
Why does it matter if the test has adverse impact? If you
are talking from a scientific or expert perspective, why
does the adverse impact of the test matter? Either we are
talking expertise and science here or practical legal
issues. But those are different questions. So, from a scientific or expert point of view, adverse impact is not
relevant to the discussion. Besides, again, those tests
with the lowest validities are likely to be personality tests,
which are the tests that plaintiff’s experts are likely to
argue for. Again, from a scientific standpoint, you would
want to argue the real issue is utility. Now I would certainly argue that adverse impact does enter into the utility
perspective. But the costs of hiring a bad janitor, a bad
police officer, or a bad fighter pilot, are not equal.
Lance Seberhagen
It depends on the situation and the alternatives available.
Given caveats in my answer for validity coefficients
above, an uncorrected validity coefficient of .30 would be
generally acceptable, .20-.29 would be borderline, and
less than .20 would be suspect.
Trevor Self
The issue here is not with the job-relation between the test
and some measure of performance, which is indicated by
the validity coefficient. Rather, the issue is with the construct- and content-related evidence for validity in the
measure of the performance criterion. The underlying
argument of the adverse impact case is that the performance measure is either an inaccurate measure of the
performance construct or that the performance construct
is contaminated. The adverse impact case becomes (or
should become) moot (barring pre-text) if the criterion-

related validity is significant and the criterion appears
construct- and content-valid (with apologies to Landy,
Messick, and others for reverting to the tripartite terminology). In that case, the test seems to meet the criteria
for a BFOQ exemption. Without conflating the issue with
adverse impact concerns, the value of the test is what it
adds above baseline prediction. If your prediction is no
better than random selection, then any real (i.e., significant and reliable) relation between a predictor and the
criterion is worthwhile (forget, for a moment, consideration of costs of implementation and so forth). Conversely,
if the job requirements are low (such that baseline success
is high), a much higher criterion-related validity coefficient would be needed to substantiate the use of the
instrument. It’s about meaningful improvement in the
prediction of performance. Sometimes even small
improvements are meaningful. Of course, there are other
issues, such as the number of predictors and assessment
of the squared semi-partial correlation coefficient versus
the bivariate correlation between the predictor and criterion.
Likewise, the issue is complicated with
consideration of dynamic criteria, such as prediction of
both readiness for an immediate position and potential
for later positions.
Rote rules and cut-offs too frequently erode value by supplanting appropriateness with convenience.
Joel Wiesen
As explained in my answer to Question #1, any non-zero
validity coefficient may have a useful level of utility,
depending on the situation. The question is whether there
is a reasonable alternative selection procedure with less
adverse impact and equal (or, perhaps, similar) validity.
Random selection might be considered an alternative
selection procedure, and it would be expected, on average, to have no adverse impact. We may ask, is the
increase in validity (and utility) enough to justify the
observed level of adverse impact? This question may be
approached from practical, legal, and societal perspectives.

Question #4: What is the lowest corrected
validity coefficient that you believe would indicate that an inference from a test has
acceptable criterion validity?
Most of the experts chose not to answer this question in
detail. My take on the experts’ responses is that this is
uncharted territory and the answer would depend on the magnitude of the uncorrected coefficient as well as what the
coefficient was being corrected for.

(continued on next page)
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Technical Affairs Continued
Some other organizational measures of effectiveness (e.g.,
monetary value of the standard deviation of performance,
ProMes, etc.) then must be used to translate that relation
to estimated value for the organization.

Comments by Assessment Experts
Lance Seberhagen
Again, it depends on the situation and the alternatives
available. I would generally want to see a corrected
validity coefficient of at least .30.
Trevor Self
I wouldn’t use a corrected validity coefficient, especially
if courts establish different cut-offs for corrected and
uncorrected coefficients. Corrected estimates are inflated due to an assumption that unreliability detracts wholly
from the true relation between the predictor and criterion.
This is unlikely, as is partially evident from corrected
validity coefficients that exceed 1. (In some cases,
MTMM studies have likewise suggested the inflation of
corrections.) Not only do such inflated estimates skew
diagnostics and subsequent perceptions within an organization, but plaintiffs can (rightly) also use this inflation
to their advantage by claiming that the true relations are
not as large as they appear.

Question #5: If a validity coefficient is statistically significant, is that enough to imply job
relatedness? If not, what other factors would
you consider in determining if the test is jobrelated and has practical significance?
I think a fair summary of the responses to this question
would be:
• The validity coefficient must be statistically significant.
• Any statistically significant coefficient has the potential to be useful.
• Statistical significance by itself is not enough to imply
job relatedness.

Comments by Assessment Experts
Dennis Doverspike

An adequate answer to the second question would be horrendously long. There are many (often contextually
dictated) considerations that affect the practical significance of test usage (e.g., the face validity of the test; the
ability to integrate the test with other instruments, practices, formats, delivery systems, etc.; the degree to which
the instrument aligns with the organizational culture; the
degree to which the instrument will be useful long-term,
in light of organizational strategy; the source of the
instrument; etc.).
Charley Sproule
If a validity coefficient is statistically significant, that
does not imply job relatedness. An assessment device
could have criterion-related validity without being jobrelated. I believe that we always need to have evidence of
content validity for assessment devices used in the public
sector, since local criterion-related studies are usually not
feasible.
I believe that job relatedness and validity are not synonymous. For example, number of years of education and
certain biodata items (e.g., educational level of parents)
are sometimes found to have a low positive correlation
with criterion measures, but these may not be job-related
measures. Job relatedness differs from content validity in
my view. The following definition of “job relatedness” is
from an IPMAAC Personnel Assessment Seminar:
JOB RELATEDNESS. A showing of a relationship
between the requirements of a selection procedure
and the requirements of a job such that the relation
is readily apparent (e.g., a job requires reading so a
reading test is given; a job requires typing so a typing test is given). This is related to content
validation but lacks the complete documentation of
content validation.
Joel Wiesen

No. See Binning and Barrett or the APA Guidelines. It is
an overall decision about the content, construct, and criterion-related validity of the test.

I see job related as synonymous with valid, so see my
answers to the questions above. Additionally, we may
want to consider how much of the job the test and the criterion cover; however this may go beyond your question.

Trevor Self
Yes, but only to the extent that the criterion measure is
valid (i.e., a relevant & complete representation of the job
performance construct). Job-relatedness isn’t dichotomous; there is a degree of relation to the job. If the
measure of that relation is significant, there is a relation.
The effect size indicates how much of a relation there is.

Concluding Thoughts
So, where are we after all this expert opinion? Perhaps the
same place we were before. The majority opinion seemed to
be that rules-of-thumb for validity and reliability coefficients
are not a good idea because there are so many factors that
affect whether a test is job-related or is “reliable enough” to
(continued on next page)
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Technical Affairs Continued
produce stable results. The consensus of opinion was that
validity and reliability are continuous, rather than dichotomous. Thus, there is not a place at which a test becomes
“valid” or “reliable.”

Boston Chapter, NAACP v. Beecher, No. 74-1067 (U.S. Ct.
App. First Cir. 1974).

Unfortunately, when an organization is sued, the courts
seem to treat validity as a dichotomous variable and rule
whether a given validity coefficient is “high enough” to be
valid. Our experts believe the courts should consider the
potential utility of the test scores, but again, we have no
acceptable cutoff regarding how much utility a test must have
to be considered job-related.

Cohen, J. (1992). A power primer. Psychological Bulletin,
112(1), 155-159.

Because of the great response to this topic, I am going to
try to organize a panel discussion either at IPMAAC for 2008
or SIOP for 2009. Several of the experts in this column have
agreed to participate. If any of the ACN readers have thoughts
on the topics covered in this column, please email them to me
at maamodt@radford.edu.

Notes
1

Lance credits Mary Tenopyr for the term "Irish" validity
coefficient. The term may date back to the 1930s or 1940s,
but Lance first heard it when Mary used it at a Div. 14
(SIOP) session at an APA convention in the 1970s, probably
about the time of the US v. Georgia Power case. Lance said
that perhaps she got the term from someone else (Al
Maslow, Dick Barrett, Don Grant, or Bob Guion are likely
suspects), but it sounds like her sense of humor, so Lance
gives her credit for it.

Clady v. County of Los Angeles, 770 F.2d 1421 (U.S. Ct. App.
Ninth Cir. 1985).

Cronbach, L. J. (1990). Essentials of psychological testing.
NY: HarperCollins.
Ensley Branch, NAACP v. Seibels, 14 FEP Cases 670 (N.D.
Ala 1977).
Gatewood, R., & Feild, H. (2001). Human resource selection
(5th edition). Orlando, FL: Harcourt Publishers.
Lance, C. E., Butts, M. M., & Michels, L. C. (2006). The
sources of four commonly reported cutoff criteria: What
did they really say? Organizational Research Methods,
9(2), 202-220.
Lindemann, B., Grossman, P., & Cane, P. W. (1996).
Employment discrimination law (3rd edition). NY: BNA
Books.
Nunnally, J. C. (1967) Psychometric theory. NY: McGrawHill.
Nunnally, J. C. (1978). Psychometric theory, 2nd ed. NY:
McGraw-Hill.
Schmitt, N. (1996). Uses and abuses of coefficient alpha.
Psychological Assessment, 8(4), 350-353.
Thompson, B. (2003). Score reliability. Thousand Oaks, CA:
Sage Publications.
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Zamlen v. City of Cleveland, 686 F. Supp. 631 (U.S. Dist. Ct.
No. Dist. of Ohio, Eastern Div. 1988).

Binning, J. F., & Barrett, G. V. (1989). Validity of personnel
decisions: a conceptual analysis of the inferential and evidential bases. Journal of Applied Psychology, 74, 478-494.

HR Humor
So you want a day off!
So you want a day off? Let's take a look at what you are
asking for:
• There are 365 days this year.
• There are 52 weeks per year in which you already
have 2 days off per week, leaving 261 days available
for work.
• Since you spend 16 hours each day away from work,
you have used up 170 days, leaving only 91 days
available.
• You spend 30 minutes each day on coffee break. That
accounts for 23 days each year, leaving only 68 days
available.
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• With a one-hour lunch period each day, you have used
up another 46 days, leaving only 22 days available for
work.
• You normally spend 2 days per year on sick leave.
This leaves you only 20 days available for work.
• We are off for 5 holidays per year, so your available
working time is down to 15 days.
• We generously give you 14 days vacation per year
which leaves only one day available for work and I'll
be damned if you're going to take that day off!
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Guest Article
—
Unproctored Internet Employment Testing—the
Technological Edge: Panacea or Pandora’s Box?
By Natasha Riley, IPMA-CS, Director of Personnel Assessment,
State of Oklahoma Office of Personnel Management

T

he long title of this article is made up of parts of the titles
of three different presentations at the 31st Annual
IPMAAC Conference. (The three presentations are referenced
at the end of this article. The first two, along with other presentations, are available on the IPMAAC Web site -http://www.ipmaac.org) The presenters in these three particular sessions talked about unproctored Internet testing (UIT),
which proved to be a hot topic of conversation among the
attendees of the IPMAAC conference in St. Louis in June.
Those engaged in the conversations included assessment staff
from local, state, and federal governments as well as vendors
providing UIT services. This article will address some of the
pros and cons of using UIT for pre-employment assessments,
and highlight a county government having success with UIT.

candidates forming a negative perception of the organization.
This, in turn, might lead some candidates to self-select out of
the hiring process. One reason why some candidates might
form a negative opinion of an organization due to UIT is the
impersonal nature of computer-administered tests.
Unproctored Internet testing may be a turn-off to applicants
who prefer a more personal touch. Other applicants may have
concerns about the integrity of the process as evidenced by the
following quote, “I know I’m not cheating, but everyone else
will be cheating and score higher than me unfairly.” For these
reasons, organizations using UIT could lose qualified candidates. Then, of course, there is the possibility of hiring an
unqualified candidate if that candidate cheats or has a more
qualified person take the test in the candidate’s place.

Disadvantages

Another potential disadvantage of UIT is that it encourages an organization to rely solely on the Internet for
recruitment. Such a passive approach to recruiting may not
attract the best candidates.

The two main reasons for having test proctors are to verify the
candidate’s identity and to prevent candidates from cheating.
The absence of a proctor obviously presents the candidate with
the opportunity to cheat or have someone else take the test for
him or her. In addition, there is nothing to prevent the candidate from writing down all of the questions or taking photos of
the computer screen and sharing them with others, thus comprising the security of the test.
Another problem with unproctored testing environments
is their lack of standardization which can affect a candidate’s
opportunity to do his or her best. In a survey of 319 Internet
test takers (Tate & Hughes, 2007), 46% reported the test was
interrupted; 63% of those believed the interruption affected
their performance, although only 8% reported the interruption
to the testing organization. The survey also showed that 32%
of test takers reported technical difficulties; 62% of those
believed the technical difficulty affected their performance,
although only one half reported the technical difficulty to the
testing organization. In an unproctored testing situation,
everyone is taking the test in a different environment, for some
of whom it may not be an environment conducive to doing
well on a test. Related problems are the inconsistencies created by hardware, Internet connection, and end-user technical
issues. These issues contribute to the unstandardized testing
environment problem and can result in serious problems.

Advantages
One of the benefits of UIT include the ability to reach a larger
and more diverse applicant pool. You are more likely to get
passive applicants who already have jobs when you remove
the constraints on where and when applicants can take a test.
You may get highly qualified applicants who would not have
been willing to take time off from work to test for another job.
Another benefit for applicants is the reduced travel cost
involved in testing. When you can test at home, there obviously is no travel cost. Proponents of UIT also cite the intangible
advantage of candidates viewing the organization as having a
“cutting edge” or “high tech” image.
Organizations using UIT also mention the reduction of
staffing costs for administering and scoring exams as an
advantage. Unproctored Internet tests are administered in
Web-based systems that automatically score the exams. There
is no hand-scoring or scanning of answer sheets to be done.
Many of the positive aspects of UIT can be found in the
following case study of Riverside County California. Two HR
professionals from Riverside County presented their success
story with UIT at the IPMAAC Conference.

Given these types of negative testing experiences, a very
important issue that may be overlooked is the possibility of
(continued on next page)
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Guest Article Continued

County of Riverside
The California County of Riverside employs over 19,000 persons, with over 4,000 hires made in 2006, and one-half of
those were hired into clerical positions. The County of
Riverside has a Human Resources Assessment Center responsible for administering and scoring exams and developing new
exams. The County currently has unproctored Internet testing
for clerical positions. The County mitigated the risks of UIT
by using it as a first hurdle only and making all job offers contingent upon test score verification in a proctored
environment. They have introduced a one-day hiring event for
clerical positions where approved applicants who passed the
unproctored Internet test are invited to interview with hiring
managers from many, if not all, of the county departments. If
a hiring manager is interested in an applicant, the applicant is
tested on site in a proctored environment to verify the first test
score.
The County’s Assessment Center reports that they have
70% more candidates tested each month than with proctored
testing. They found that more candidates who are currently
employed (passive applicants) are testing at home. In addition, candidates have reported reduced performance anxiety in
unproctored testing.

score from the unproctored test. Other experts assert that
unproctored testing is only appropriate for those types of tests
where there are no right and wrong answers such as questionnaires regarding an applicant’s education and experience,
interest inventories, personality tests, or biodata questionnaires.
UIT will most likely continue to be a topic of conversation and presentations at the next annual IPMAAC conference
in Oakland, California. That conference is scheduled for June
8-11, 2008, at Oakland Marriott City Center. You can check
the IPMA-HR annual conference Web site for updates at this
link: http://www.ipma-hr.org/content.cfm?pageid=19.

References
Loi, J. & Collier, E. (2007, June). The Technological Edge:
Unproctored Employment Testing in Large Organizations. Paper presented at the 31st Annual IPMAAC
Conference, St. Louis, MO.

Who is right?

Netto, S., Beaty, J., Feuquay, J., Palmer, E., & Blair, M. (2007,
June). Online Assessment: Panacea, Pandora’s Box, or
Somewhere In Between? Best Practices, Thoughts, and
Current Challenges with Un-proctored and Proctored
Online Testing. Paper presented at the 31st Annual
IPMAAC Conference, St. Louis, MO.

Do the pros outweigh the cons? Some organizations, like the
County of Riverside, are saying “yes,” but not without some
concessions—it is being used for limited positions and selected applicants must retest in a proctored setting to verify the

Tippins, N. (2007, June). Unproctored, Internet Employment
Testing. Paper presented at the 31st Annual IPMAAC
Conference, St. Louis, MO.

IPMAAC Needs Your Input!
Keep your eyes peeled for an upcoming membership survey – details coming soon!
Contact Julia McElreath, board member and membership committee chair, with any questions.
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IPMAAC Across the Nation
—
News of the Councils
By Kristine Smith, Associate Editor

American Psychological Association (APA)
The 2008 conference is scheduled for August 14-17 in Boston,
MA.
For more information, visit their Web site at
www.apa.org .

Chicago Industrial/Organizational
Psychologists (CI/OP)
CI/OP is a society of human resources professionals from the
Greater Chicago area who meet to discuss current issues in I/O
psychology. CI/OP generally has Friday afternoon sessions
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. featuring several speakers
addressing a topic. For more information and to confirm
meeting dates and topics, visit their Web site at www.ciop.net
.

Gateway Industrial-Organizational
Psychologists (GIOP)
GIOP is a group of psychologists and human resources professions in the metropolitan St. Louis area. The group consists of
over 150 members and offers bi-monthly programs and conferences on a wide range of topics. For more information, visit
the GIOP Web site at www.giop.org.

International Public Management
Association for Human Resources (IPMA-HR)

Minnesota Professionals for
Psychology Applied to Work (MPPAW)
MPPAW is an organization consisting of a broad range of
practitioners, consultants, and professors who meet to encourage an open exchange of information relevant to psychology
as applied to work and human resources management. For
more information, visit the MPPAW Web site at
www.mppaw.org.

Personnel Testing
Council of Arizona (PTC/AZ)
PTC-AZ serves as a forum for the discussion of current issues
on personnel selection and testing. It encourages education
and professional development in the field of personnel selection and testing and advocates the understanding and use of
fair and professionally sound testing practices. For more
information about PTC-AZ, contact Vicki Packman, Salt
River Project at 602-236-4595 or vspackma@srpnet.com or
visit the PTC/AZ Web site accessible through the IPMAAC
Web site at www.ipmaac.org/ptca.

Personnel Testing Council of
Metropolitan Washington (PTC/MW)

For more information, visit the IPMA-HR Web site at
www.ipma-hr.org.

PTC/MW offers monthly luncheon programs and publishes an
informative newsletter. See the 2007 calendar for scheduled
luncheon speakers or visit the PTC/MW Web site accessible
through the IPMAAC Web site at www.ipmaac.org.

Metropolitan New York Association
for Applied Psychology (METRO)

Personnel Testing Council of
Northern California (PTC/NC)

For more information, call the MetroLine at (212) 539-7593 or
visit METRO’s Web site at www.metroapppsych.com.

PTC/NC offers monthly training programs addressing topics
and issues that are useful and relevant to personnel practitioners of all levels of expertise. The monthly programs are
typically scheduled for the second Friday of each month and
alternate between Sacramento and the Bay area. The monthly
programs feature speakers who are active contributors to the
personnel assessment field. For more information regarding
PTC/NC programs, visit the PTC/NC Web site accessible
through the IPMAAC Web site at www.ipmaac.org/ptcnc.

Mid-Atlantic Personnel
Assessment Consortium (MAPAC)
MAPAC is a non-profit organization of public sector personnel agencies involved and concerned with testing and
personnel selection issues. For details on MAPAC, contact
René Shekerjian from the NY State Department of Civil
Service at Rene.Shekerijian@cs.state.ny.us, or visit the
MAPAC Web site at www.ipmaac.org/mapac.
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IPMAAC Across the Nation Continued

Personnel Testing Council of
Southern California (PTC/SC)

Western Region Intergovernmental
Personnel Assessment Council (WRIPAC)

PTC/SC serves as a forum for the discussion of current issues
in personnel selection and testing; encourages education and
professional development in the field of personnel selection
and testing; advocates the understanding and use of fair and
non-discriminatory employment practices; and encourages
the use of professionally sound selection and testing practices.
For more information regarding luncheon meetings, workshops, upcoming conferences, or membership, visit the
PTC/SC Web site accessible through the IPMAAC Web site at
www.ipmaac.org/ptcsc.

WRIPAC comprises public agencies from the western region
of the United States who have joined together to promote
excellence in personnel selection practices. WRIPAC has
three meetings each year that are typically preceded by a training offering. Additionally, WRIPAC has published a
monograph series and job analysis manual. Additional information may be obtained by visiting WRIPAC’s Web site at
www.wripac.org.

Society for Human
Resource Management (SHRM)
Contact www.shrm.org/education for a current listing of seminars and conferences.

Society for Industrial
and Organizational Psychology (SIOP)

Western Region Item Bank (WRIB)
WRIB is a cooperative organization of public agencies
using a computerized test item bank. Services include
draft test questions with complete item history, preparation
of “printer ready” exams, and exam scoring and item
analysis. Membership includes more than 160 agencies
nationwide. For more information, call (909) 387-5575. For
more information, visit the Web site at
www.co.san-bernardino.ca.us/hr/wrib/splash.asp.

The 2008 conference is scheduled for April 10-12 in San
Francisco, CA, with workshops scheduled for April 9. This is
a new format for the annual conference with three days of sessions and one day of workshops. For more information, visit
the SIOP Web site at www.siop.org.

Dennis A. Joiner & Associates

DENNIS A. JOINER & ASSOCIATES
Specialists in Supervisory and Management Assessment Since 1977
Why Situational Judgment Tests (SJT) have become so popular:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low-cost approach for assessing supervisory and managerial competencies
Easily administered to either large or small candidate groups
No reading list or candidate study time required (quicker eligible list)
Require no human ratings and no hand scoring (machine/computer scored)
Appropriate for virtually all supervisory and management job classifications
Result in positive candidate feedback and candidate acceptance
Can be custom keyed to the culture and requirements of your organization
Low or no adverse impact as compared to other types of written tests

Tests (SJTs) now available for First Level Supervisor through Department Director (multiple versions)
Special versions available for all promotional ranks of Law Enforcement & Fire/Emergency Services

For a price list, more information or to order preview copies contact:
DENNIS A. JOINER & ASSOCIATES
4975 Daru Way, Fair Oaks, CA 95628
Phone: (916) 967-7795
Toll free: (877) 623-7432
E-mail: joinerda@pacbell.net
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Upcoming International, National, and
Regional Conferences and Workshops
OCTOBER

DECEMBER

18-20 SHRM. Workplace Diversity Conference & Exposition.
Philadelphia, PA. Contact: www.shrm.org/conferences.

7

PTC/AZ. Training Workshop. “Job Analysis.”
Contact: Carol Meyer (602) 250-2641.

21-24 OD Network. Annual Conference. Baltimore, MD.
Contact: www.odnetwork.org.

12

PTC/MW. Luncheon Meeting. Washington, DC.

13

PTC/NC Luncheon Meeting. Fairfield, CA.

25-27 SIOP. Fall Consortium. “Enabling Innovation in
Organizations: The Leading Edge.” Kansas City, MO.
Contact: www.siop.org.

JANUARY
9

PTC/MW Luncheon Meeting. Washington, DC.

NOVEMBER

10

PTC/NC Luncheon Meeting. Bay Area.

8

IPMA-HR. Webinar. “Compensation: IPMA-HR
Benchmarking Survey Results.”

17

MPPAW Meeting. Topic: Cheating on Assessments.

8

PTC/NC Luncheon Meeting. Sacramento, CA.

14

PTC/MW. Luncheon Meeting. Washington, DC.

15

MPPAW Meeting. Topic: Succession Planning.

15-16 PTC/SC. Fall Conference. Hyatt Regency Orange
County. Contact: www.ipmaac.org/ptcsc.

Kristine Smith is a Senior Associate with Darany and
Associates in Redlands, California. If you have regional
organization news or an item to add to the calendar, please
contact her by e-mail at smithk1@earthlink.net or by telephone at (909) 798-4475.

(Some of the information in this calendar was reprinted with
permission from the PTC/MW Newsletter which was compiled
by Lance W. Seberhagen, Seberhagen & Associates.)
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2007 IPMA Assessment Council Officers
and Board Members
President
Déonda Scott

President-Elect
Inés Vargas Fraenkel

Past-President
Beverly Waldron

Employment, Assessment, and
Development Manager
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Tel (407) 246-2061
Fax (407) 246-2019
deonda.scott@cityoforlando.net

Deputy City Attorney
Office of the Oakland City Attorney
1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, 6th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel (510) 238-6512
Fax (510) 238-6500
ivfraenkel@oaklandcityattorney.org

Employment and Testing Manager
Pinellas County Government
400 South Fort Harrison Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756-5113
Tel (727) 464-3367
Fax (727) 464-3876
bwaldron@co.pinellas.fl.us

IPMAAC Representative to
IPMA Executive Council
Harry Brull (2006-2008)
Senior Vice President
Personnel Decisions International
2000 Plaza VII Tower
45 S. 7th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Tel (612) 337-8233
Fax (612) 337-3695
harry.brull@personneldecisions.com

Board Members
Roxanne Cochran (2005-2007)

Oscar Spurlin (2006-2008)

David Hamill (2007)

Human Resources Analyst
County of San Bernardino HR
Department
157 W. Fifth Street, First Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0440
Tel (909) 387-5839
Fax (909) 387-5609
rcochran@hr.sbcounty.gov

Co-Owner
Ergometrics & Applied
Personnel Research
115 Skyline Drive
Edmonds, WA 98020
Tel (425) 774-5700
Fax (425) 774-0829
oscar@ergometrics.org

VP, Government Solutions
PreVisor Inc.
3545 Ellicott Mills Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21043
dhamill@previsor.com
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Warren Bobrow (2007-2009)

Julia McElreath (2007-2009)

All About Performance, LLC
5812 W. 76th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1616
Tel (310) 670-4175
warren@allaboutperformance.biz

Senior Manager, HR Process
Improvement
Sodexho
9801 Washingtonian Boulevard
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878
Tel (301) 987-4343
Fax (301) 987-4177
julia.mcelreath@sodexhousa.com
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2007 IPMAAC Committee Chairs
Conference Program
Kurt Wilkening
Personnel Research Manager
Hillsborough County
Civil Service Office
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 17th Floor
Tampa, Florida 33602
Tel (813) 272-5625 x 336
WilkeningK@hillsboroughcounty.org

Reid Klion
Chief Science Officer
pan - A TALX Company
11590 North Meridian Street
Suite 200
Carmel, IN 46032-6955
Tel (317) 566-3270
Fax (317) 566-3271
rklion@panpowered.com

Conference Host
Debbie Cranmer
218 Preserve Park Place
O'Fallon, MO 63366
Tel (636) 332-2817
dkcranmer@aol.com

Membership and
Committee Services (MCS)
Julia McElreath
Senior Manager, HR Process
Improvement
Sodexho
9801 Washingtonian Boulevard
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878
Tel (301) 987-4343
Fax (301) 987-4177
julia.mcelreath@sodexhousa.com

University Liaison/Student
Paper Competition
Lee Friedman
Principal Consultant
SpecTal, 13481 Falcon View Court
Bristow, VA 20136
Tel (571) 331-1388
leefriedman1406@yahoo.com

Training/Workshop
Shelley Langan
Senior Consultant
CPS Human Resource Services
241 Lathrop Way
Sacramento, CA 95815
Tel (916) 263-3624, ext. 3367
slangan@cps.ca.gov

Continuity
Inés Vargas Fraenkel

Innovations in
Assessment Award

Deputy City Attorney
Office of the Oakland City Attorney
1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, 6th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel (510) 238-6512
Fax (510) 238-6500
ivfraenkel@oaklandcityattorney.org

Warren Bobrow

Professional/Scientific Affairs
Dennis Doverspike

Nominations/Bylaws
Beverly Waldron

Professor of Psychology
Psychology Department
University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325
Tel (330) 972-8372
Fax (330) 972-5174
dd1@uakron.edu

Employment and Testing Manager
Pinellas County Government
400 South Fort Harrison Ave.
Clearwater, FL 33756-5113
Tel (727) 464-3367
Fax (727) 464-3876
bwaldron@co.pinellas.fl.us

Assessment Council News
J. Anthony Bayless

Bemis Memorial Award
Déonda Scott

Personnel Research Psychologist
U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
1400 L Street, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20229
Tel (202) 863-6295
Fax (202) 863-6340
anthony.bayless@dhs.gov

Employment, Assessment, and
Development Manager
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802-4990
Tel (407) 246-2061
Fax (407) 246-2019
deonda.scott@cityoforlando.net

President
All About Performance, LLC
5812 W. 76th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1616
Tel (310) 670-4175
warren@allaboutperformance.biz

Electronic Communications
Network
Bill Waldron
Waldron Consulting Group
4111 Canoga Park Drive
Brandon, FL 33511-7986
Tel (813) 689-8196
bill@bwaldron.com
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THE MORE YOU EXPECT FROM YOUR

Corrections
Personnel
THE MORE YOU NEED

IPMA-HR Tests
IPMA-HR…
Q

Offers entry-level and
promotional tests for police, fire,
corrections, telecommunicator
and administrative personnel.

Q

Delivers high-quality,
reliable test products and
services to the public sector.

Q

Provides more than
200,000 tests annually
to jurisdictions worldwide.

Validated

Respected

Effective

Contact IPMA-HR’s Assessment Services Department today:
INTERNET:
PHONE:
E-MAIL:
FAX:

October 2007
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testing.ipma-hr.org
(800) 381-TEST (8378)
assessment@ipma-hr.org
(703) 684-0948
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About the
About
theACN
ACN
The ACN is the official newsletter of the International
Public Management Association Assessment Council, an
association of individuals actively engaged in or contributing to the professional, academic and practical field of
personnel research and assessment. The Council has
approximately 700 members.
The ACN is published six times a year during the even
months of the year. It serves as a source of information
about significant activities of the council, a medium of dialogue and information exchange among members, a
method for dissemination of research findings and a forum
for the publication of letters and articles of general interest.

Submissions for Publication: Assessment Council
members and others with letters or articles of interest are
encouraged to submit materials for review and publication.
Submission deadlines for 2007 are:
December issue due on November 2
Articles and information for inclusion in the sections
(News of the Councils, Technical Affairs, Public Sector
Practice Exchange) should be submitted directly to the
Associate Editor responsible for the appropriate section.
Submissions may also be made to the Editor.
If you have questions or need further information
please contact the Editor, Associate Editors, or IPMA-HR.

Editor

Associate Editors

J. Anthony Bayless

Assessment Council Affairs

Practice Exchange

Kristine Smith

Warren Bobrow

Senior Associate, Darany &
Associates
1250 San Pablo Ave.
Redlands, CA 92373
Tel: (909) 798-4475
Smithk1@earthlink.net

President
All About Performance, LLC
5812 W. 76th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1616
Tel (310) 670-4175
warren@allaboutperformance.biz

Personnel Research Psychologist
U.S. Dept of Homeland Security
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
1400 L Street, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20229
Tel (202) 863-6295
Fax (202) 863-6340
anthony.bayless@dhs.gov

Technical Affairs

Mike Aamodt
Professor, Radford University
Department of Psychology
Box 6946, Radford University
Radford, VA 24142
Tel: (540) 831-5513
Fax: (540) 831-6113
maamodt@runet.edu

IPMAA
Assessment
Council
International Public
Management Association –
Human Resources
1617 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 549-7100
Fax: (703) 684-0948
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IPMA-HR
1617 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 549-7100
Fax: (703) 684-0948
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